Melee

Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades
Legend

Excellent Strike

Nimble Reaving Wind

Dipping Swallow Defense

Call the Blade

Attacks gain one automatic success, and 1s are
rerolled until they no longer appear.

Move away from an enemy without using the disengage
action so long as your movement is used to enter close
range with another target which is then attacked. Can be
used with other Combat Abilities.

Ignore all penalties to parry defense. Every attack
defended against grants one point of Initiative.

Summon your weapon to your hands if it is within short
range. Cannot use this power to steal another‘s weapon.

Excellent Strike and
Call the Blade

Core, p. 346

Charm Name

Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 18

Book Name / Page Reference

Core, p. 346

Core, p. 347

Short Descriptor.
This does not contain full rules-text, but intends to confer
an at-a-glance info about this Charms capabilities.
Please refer to the book for full details.

Permanent Essence requirements in dots

Fire and Stone Strike

One Weapon, Two Blows

Increase post-soak damage on withering attacks.
On decisive attacks, spent motes can convert extra
successes on the attack roll into extra damage.

When a withering attack reduces an enemy below
your initiative, make an immediate second attack
that can be either withering or decisive.

Core, p. 346

Permanent Ability requirements in dots
Repruchase/Upgrade available

Perfect Strike Discipline

Bulwark Stance

Arc Shedding Rain Technique

War Lion Stance

Hail-Shattering Practice

Solar Counterattack

Summoning the Loyal Steel

Iron Raptor Technique

Sandstorm-Wind Attack

Solar Counterattack

Once per scene, the Solar may use a full Melee excellency,
paying only a single Willpower to activate the Charm. Can
be reset by incapacitating an enemy with a Melee attack.

Until her next turn, the Solar ignores penalties to her parry
defense. Damage rolls made against the Solar take a -1
penalty for each 1 rolled on the attack roll.

When attacked by a trivial opponent, disarm them
automatically. Can activate Charms triggered by disarming
an enemy. Can be used with Brawl of Martial Arts.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Reflexively defend one chosen person for the scene
if you are within close range. Must drop commitment to
defend a different character.

Turn some 1s and 2s of an enemy‘s attack roll into negative
successes, removing actual successes from the attack.
Can be activated after the attack roll has been made.

Use in response to any attack the Solar intends to parry,
creaing a Melee counterattack that occurs after the attack
result, but before damage is rolled. Functions as a regular
devisive attack. Does not count as combat action.

Banish your weapon Elsewhere. Reflexively lift
the commitment of motes to summong the
weapon directly to your hand.

Hurl your weapon to make a withering or decisive attack
out to medium range without aiming. Gives additional
benefits on crashing the target.
The hurled weapon returns on the same tick it was thrown.

Channel power through your weapon to attack an enemy
with a decisive attack out to short range. Ignore hardness
and do additional damage against scenery.
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Stark Truth of Steel Method
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 19

Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 19

Gleaming Sever

Rising Sun Slash

Peony Blossom Technique

Agile Dragonfly Blade

Flashing Edge of Dawn

Heavenly Guardian Defense

Fivefold Bulwark Stance

Guard-Breaking Technique

Calm and Ready Focus

Unassailable Guardian Posture

Ready in Eight Directions Stance

Glorious Solar Saber

Edge of Morning Sunlight

Adds one automatic non-Charm success to an attack
after the opponent has applied their Defense if they are
using a defensive magic the Solar has seen used before
by the enemy. Please refer the book.

Empowering an attack with this Charm guarantees it one
automatic success and grants it one bonus die of
damage that bypasses soak and hardness.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Activate after an attack roll, but before defense is applied
and only when a full Melee Excellency was used. If at
least one 7-10 exists, add one non-Charm automatic
success and roll additional dice.

When your anima banner is at bonfire level, the Solar
may make an additional attack, even if she‘s already
attacked that turn.

Enhance the prerequisite once per scene. Treat the
Exalt‘s Initiative as being slightly higher than it is for
the purpose of One Weapon, Two Blows.

Create a Melee counterattack when you attempt to parry.
Occurs after the opponent‘s attack result, but before
damage is rolled. Acts as a special withering attack.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Burn away successes on a damage roll by spending
Initiative. This Charm can parry impossible damage
for motes.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Ignore certain penalties to parry defense for a full scene,
and reduce cost of Bulwark Stance and Dipping Swallow
Defense. The latter, when used, increases parry defense
by one as well.

When defending another, the Solar may use this Charm
to enact a distract gambit on her charge with double 7s
on the Initiative roll. On success, her charge‘s next
attack gains bonus dice.

When successfully using the defend other action,
gain one Initiative.

When using prerequisite, your charge becomes an
inapplicable target. All incoming attacks must target
the Solar until her next turn. At higher Essence may even
protect from large sources of damage, such as explosion.

Until the next turn, counter all incoming attacks as per
Solar Counterattack, except that these counters do not
reset her Initiative to base until the start of her next turn.

Create a weapon out of essence with the stats of a
Daiklave. Additional purchases can create Evocations
for this weapon. The weapon can be superheated for
additional capabilities. Please refer the book.

Strike a powerful blow against demons, undead and
other creatures of darkness. This attack ignores hardness.

Divine Executioner Stance

Hungry Tiger Technique

Foe-Cleaving Focus

Iron Whirlwind Attack

Fervent Blow

Protection of Celestial Bliss
Core, p. 353

Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 19

Immortal Blade Triumphant

Corona of Radiance

Enhance your attacks by vowing to uphold an
Intimacy, cutting through those that hold opposite
ones. Enhances damage against certain types of
creatures automatically. Refer the book.

Can only be used on a crashed target. Withering attack
extra successes are doubled after the attack roll, while
decisive attacks extra successes are added to the damage.

This Charm is triggered every time the Exalt uses
Rising Sun Slash and awards one mote for every 10 in
the attack roll.

Split your Initiative and make a series of decisive attacks.
These may be directed at one or more targets of choice.
Return to base Initiative only after the last attack.
Enhancement Charms are paid once and apply to all attacks.

Heavenly Guardian Defense

Make a reflexive Melee clash attack against an attack
directed at you, regardless of Initiative order. Does not
count as your combat action for this round.

When successfully parrying a decisive attack with prerequisite,
the Solar gains bonus Initiative dependent on opponents roll.
This Initiative can be used to pay cost of prerequisite.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.

On every successful parry, gain some motes to be used
solely for Melee Charms. These motes vanish at the end
of the Solar‘s enxt turn.
Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Hail-Shattering Practice

Infuse your anima into your weapon, granting it increased
damage and allowing the Solar to unbind his
anima on the blade for a single devastating decisive
attack that gains several bonuses. Please refer the book.

Scene-long parry enhancement: Raises parry by one
against creatures of the night, abyssals, demons and
impure residents of Creation‘s underways. Such creatures
attacking may take automatic damage.

Invincible Fury of the Dawn

Whirlwind-Tempest Deflection

Over-and-Under Method
Core, p. 352
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Shattering Clash

Omniscient Focus Attack

All-Sundering Strike

Blazing Solar Bolt

Sharp Light of Judgement Stance

Enhances the prerequisite. May make up to (highest
physical attribute) attacks and move one range band in
between all attacks. Gain some extra initiative to spend
on activation as well.

On successfully parrying a powerful decisive attack, redirect
the damage in a shockwave around yourself.

Allows the Solar to use Flashing Edge of Dawn and
Fervent Blow in the same instant. If the clash is
successful, the damage is added to that of Fervent Blow.
Cost need only be paid for this Charm.

Upon a successful decisive attack, but before damage
is rolled, this Charm can be activated. If 6+ damage
are dealt, some of it can be used to shatter the target‘s
weapon if it is not of magical material.

Use Fervent Blow to clash an attack you are not
aware of. Allows the Solar to strike immaterial
opponents with a clash.

Supplements a clash attack, allowing the Solar to roll
the clash twice and take the better result. Charms used
on the first roll enhance the second one for free.
No new Charms may be added to the re-roll.

Make a decisive Melee attack at short range, ignoring
hardness and which cannot be dodged or parries
without Charm-use. Range can be increased.
Creatures of Darkness take aggravated damage.

Permanently enhances Corona of Radiance, Blazing Solar
Bolt, and Sandstorm-Wind Attack.
Please refer to the book for this complex Charm.
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Please refer the book for this complex Charm.
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Victorious Wreath
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Heaven Sword Flash
Core, p. 353

Roll a single decisive attack against all opponents at close
range, using half current Initiative as base damage
for every attack. Minor enemies take more damage.
Cost is reduced at Essence 5+

Circle of Bright Reaving
Core, p. 353

If the Solar slays at least one enemy with Heaven Sword Flash,
she may unleash this Charm, striking all opponents in close
range with a single withering attack, gaining some Initiative. If
at least one enemy is crash, unleash the prerequisite reflexively.

A personal „Thank You“ and dedication to all the people who helped make Exalted 3 a reality: John, Holden, Rich and all the others, from the developers to the playtesters. Props to you all.

